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Cloud computing has become somewhat of a cottage industry for
pundits of all stripes ranging. They range from the boosters claiming it
is the new saviour of the IT world and the “Next Big Thing”, to the
persistent naysayers who deny that there is anything new under the
sun. In between these poles of uninformed debate, few have so far
offered insights on exactly what cloud computing does well (if
anything) and what it does differently from traditional IT infrastructure (instead of trying to muddy the debate on
what it is).
In a recent lecture held at Singapore Management University (SMU), Dr Werner Vogels, chief technology officer
(CTO) and vice president of Amazon.com, a pioneering internet company, offered his views. The talk was organised
by the Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore (IDA), the country’s technology and telecommunications
regulator, and supported by SMU's School of Information Systems (http://www.sis.smu.edu.sg/).
Vogels comes well suited for the task. Amazon numbers as one of the few internet businesses to regard cloud
computing as an important strategic pillar, and today, the company offers cloud computing services for companies of
all sizes; sold under the brand, Amazon Web Services (AWS). Vogels, who, in his pre-Amazon days, was a research
scientist at Cornell University, is now responsible for driving this innovation at the global scale.
Cloud computing proponents like him are, however, up against deeply ingrained (read: ancient) IT infrastructures
that have, over long periods of time, tangled itself with corporate structures and bureaucracies. But, as Vogels
explained, the reality is that the old paradigms are "simply too expensive and too time consuming to matter in
today’s computing world."
For some organisations, IT infrastructure and its maintenance have become so 'critical' that managers would actually
choose to lock themselves in with the few well-placed vendors who display the clout and track record to handle
these projects. Over time, these IT consultancy services have become so concentrated that the client – these
organisations – are held hostage to the infrastructure and vendor.
Enter the solution: cloud computing
According to Vogels, companies with on-premise IT infrastructure are in fact spending time, effort, money on
undifferentiated heavy-lifting, and this accounts for around 70% of the resources for most organisations, and only
30% on their core business. Cloud computing flips the equation as it enables companies to concentrate on
developing their core competence and to accelerate time-to-market. Vogels believes that simplicity is the
cornerstone of this new cloud computing paradigm. “It has to be easy to see what it is doing for you,” he said. “By
design, we want to limit vendor lock-in.”
The very real advantage of not being tied to a vendor and having to make a large financial investment upfront (as
'insurance' for the unpredictable, volatile future), is certainly attractive. In fact, one of the working definitions for
cloud computing from IT researcher, Gartner, is “a style of computing in which scalable and elastic IT-enabled
capabilities are delivered as a service to external customers using Internet technologies.”
Another advantage of such a model is the ability to “test run”. Vogels cites the example of hosting for disaster
recovery, where most traditional companies do not have the ability to test the conditions under which a disaster can
occur in the infrastructure. As Vogels wryly puts it, “No CIO would be in a hurry to hand over a large cheque to
some disaster recovery company without the ability to test it.” The beauty of having a disaster recovery or a
business continuity strategy implemented in the cloud is that it automatically gives higher availability across different
geographic regions without any major modifications in deployment and data replication strategies.
Mafia hit men, farmers and poker players
For any technology, the proof of value has always been in its use. To date, AWS has signed up hundreds of
thousands of customers across 190 countries. It is also reassuring to know that several well-known companies have
successfully tapped on cloud computing to scale and add value to their businesses. Among them is Amazon's own
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online retail store, which relies on its cloud infrastructure to deploy and manage its large catalogue of products for
the millions of users who search, compare, recommend and order goods online.
The cloud readily handles capacity-related events like 'Black Friday' or the typical last minute shopping rush before
Christmas, which could see millions of potential customers searching for things to buy and server loads scale up by
orders of magnitude compared to normal days, said Vogels.
Online gaming giant, Zynga, was also an early and successful cloud adopter. The San Francisco-based company’s
dominance on Facebook (bagging 7 of the top 10 most-played games) is reflected by crowd favourites like “Mafia
Wars” and “Farmville”. This success is in turn no small measure helped by the massive processing power that cloud
computing offers to give adequate response time, as millions of users enjoy their daily fix of mobster-bashing, virtual
farming and treasure-hunting.
Zynga, which has some 215 million active uses, leverages on AWS’ cloud platform to make itself available to all these
users as and when they want. Those users, in turn, reward it with traffic, advertising revenues and purchases of
virtual goods, such as points in Mafia Wars, chips in Texas Hold’em, valued in the hundreds of millions. Interestingly,
Zynga’s games are not differentiated in their concept or creativity, for other online equivalents exist. But crucial to
the user experience is Zynga’s ability to execute and ensure availability, response time and feedback. All these
attributes depend crucially on the quality the company’s IT systems, which in turn hinges on cloud computing for its
scalability and availability.
That kind of on-demand flexibility in infrastructure is, in part, fuelling speculations that if listed, Zynga’s valuation
could end up in the range of US$5billion, putting it practically on par with one of the most successful traditional
games publishers, Electronic Arts, valued at US$5.39 billion.
Magazines, DVDs and buses
Games companies are by no means the only users of cloud computing. Companies from other industries have
discovered the advantages too. Customers like Germany’s Bild magazine, for example, uses cloud computing to build
a crowd-sourced newsfeed, doing in four weeks (and at a fraction of the cost) what it would have traditionally
taken 6 to 9 months and millions of dollars to do. The site allows users to subscribe and advertisers to interact to
monetise their content within the context of the master site Bild.
Others, like RedBus in India, use AWS to post updated and consolidated bus schedules for both customers and its
network of agents. The designated agents and partners sell tickets for seats on RedBus’s network of some 700 bus
operators plying up to 10,000 routes to multiple destinations in India. Again, the core value of cost effectiveness
and scalability makes powerful sense for the entrepreneur looking to start a small business but with ambitions of
casting a wide net on the web at minimal cost and risk.
The cloud has also been in the unlikely place of being a business game-changer; not only as a powerful enabler.
American DVD rental player, Netflix, relies on the postal service to deliver movies to customers who rent it and
return their old movies to be exchanged for a fresh set of discs. However, over the last three years, video rentals
have rapidly moved onto the web, following a trend popularised by Apple’s iTunes web-store which has clocked over
a billion paid downloads since its launch.
Keenly aware that the physical delivery model will go the way of dinosaurs, Netflix had been looking for a way to
refresh its business model. Soon after announcing its move to Amazon’s cloud services in May this year, Netflix
migrated its business onto the web in October, offering video streaming first to its Canadian customers, and later, to
US customers. Through streaming, Netflix can analyse performance metrics, viewing patterns, and customer
preferences, all of which can highlight future avenues for growth.
The company's investors evidently like this new business model, as Netflix's stock price has quadrupled since
January, giving it a valuation of nearly US$10 billion.
Stratospheric projections
With such traction behind it, IT market analysts have been busy tracking this new segment of the market and
flooring the industry with heady predictions of cloud computing’s size and growth. Gartner, for example, says that
cloud computing, already a US$58.6 billion market in 2009, is on track to hit revenues of US$68.3 billion this year,
and will likely grow further to US$148.8 billion by 2014.
Not to be outdone, rival International Data Corporation (IDC) has pegged the public cloud market alone at US$16
billion in 2009, growing to US$55.5 billion by 2014. Continuing the one-upmanship, WinterGreen Research went for
gold with its cloud computing market estimate valued at US$36 billion (2008) and US$160.2 billion by 2015.
Despite these stratospheric predictions, what gets lumped together with 'cloud computing' in the bag of revenue is
still a dark art. And though the roads might look clear, as a growing number of people sit up and take notice of the
business value propositions, some parties remain quite sceptical.
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Singapore organisations, for one, are not yet convinced. According to consulting firm Ernst & Young’s 13th annual
Global Information Security Survey, 67% of the respondents do not use cloud computing services, and they have no
plans to use them in the coming year. Regulatory concerns over privacy and data protection are the key reasons
why adoption has not been as high as IT vendors wanted, notes Ernst & Young.
Meanwhile, at Amazon, Vogels continues to be the company’s chief evangelist for the cloud computing initiative
which he says is already a viable business for the company as a whole. Amazon, clearly, no longer just the world’s
largest online retailer, will likely have a few good years ahead as more and more people see that silver lining.
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